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1. General
The present account is an application of the principles of combinantal

forms and Schur function analysis given in a previous paper (A), the references
therein being henceforward denoted by Al to A9, and the complete irreducible
system of invariants of three quaternary quadrics will now be obtained from
the complete system (not necessarily itself irreducible) derived by Turnbull
(A5, p. 483). This latter system comprises 47 invariants, viz. 15, 1, 6, 6, 1, 15
and 3 members of total degrees 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 18 respectively in the
coefficients of the quadrics. It will be proved that all of these are irreducible
except for the one of degree 12 and the three of degree 18, the former being
of especial interest as it is a real combinant and moreover, involves unusual
features in the proof of its reduction and also in the derivation of the form
expressing it in terms of irreducible invariants.

2. Associated Combinantal Forms
The following table lists the invariants tabulated in A5 rearranged in such

a way as to show the relevant combinantal forms, in terms of whose coefficients
the invariants can be linearly expressed, but on the initial assumption that
all members of the system are irreducible. In the case of N = 14, for example,
if the (6, 6, 2) form were found to be reducible then generalised combinants
such as P(upy)3(qr£)2pv, i>(<x)Sy)4p2, P(a.Py)\qrl;) would have to be considered
in turn, since all coefficients of P(afiy)2(qr£)* would be reducible.

Obviously all invariants of total degrees 4 and 6 are irreducible, and so it
remains only to apply ^-function analysis (A4) to types which appear as
end coefficients of combinantal forms in respect of the remaining members
in Table (i).

3. Invariants of Degree 8
The total number v of linearly independent invariants (reducible and

irreducible) of partial degrees (4, 2, 2) is the coefficient of {44} in the expansion:

It is found that v = 6 given by the Young Tableaux corresponding to the
products:

{42}{4}2; {42}{22}2; {422}{4}{22}; {422}{22}{4}; {422}{22}2; {24}{22}2,
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whereas the number v1 of reducible types is 5, viz.

(4,0,0)(0,2,2); (3, l,0)(l, 1,2); (3,0,1)(1,2,1); (2,2,0)(2,0,2); (2,1,1)(2,1,1)

and so there is one (4, 2, 2) invariant, as given in the complete system. Also
from Table (i) it is seen that P(af}y)2pl must exist with its leading term irreducible

TABLE (i)

Total
degree

N

4

6

8

10

12

14

18

Invariant
type

al
bl
(AB)2

(Abe)2

<&i23 = (AB)(BC)(CA)

(BCaa)2

(Apy)2

(Abc)(Apy)byCl,
(Abc\Bca)(AB)ayby

" = (V «V)
(AbcXBca)(AB)(ya

b)
(Abc)(By<x){AC){CB)bycx

(Abc)(Apy)(b„%%)
(APy)(ByoL\AB)cxClt

{Afly){By*)(AB){a
byJ>)

No. of
invariants

3
6
3
3

1

3
3

3
3

1

3
6
3
3

3

Type of
combinantal

form

Ppl

PWi)2

P(ocpy)V

PWy)2(qrZ)2

PWy)*

P(ccpy)2(qrtf

PWyf

Coeffs.:
partial degrees

(m, n, p)

(4, 0, 0)
(3, 1, 0)
(2, 2, 0)
(2, 1, 1)

(2, 2, 2)

(4, 2, 2)
(3, 3, 2)

(2, 4, 4)
(3, 3, 4)

(4, 4, 4)

(6, 6, 2)
(6, 5, 3)
(6, 4, 4)
(5, 5, 4)

(6, 6, 6)

and thus the (3, 3, 2) type is also irreducible. The six invariants of total degree
8 are therefore all irreducible.

4. Invariants of Degree 10
In this case the total number of invariants of type (2, 4, 4) is the coefficient

of {54} in the expansion:

and v = 2 arising from the products {42}2{22} and {422}2{22}. Since there is
only one reducible combination—(2, 2, 2)(2, 2, 0), vl = 1, which proves that
the one (2, 4, 4) invariant in Table (i) is irreducible.
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Again, from the combinantal form P(<xPy)2(qr£,)2, it follows that the (3, 3, 4)
is also irreducible and hence all six invariants for N = 10 are irreducible.

5. Invariant of Degree 12
The (4, 4, 4) invariant Q is the only one of total degree 12 given in the

complete system. The coefficient of {62} in the product [{2}<g){6}]3 is 30,
obtained from Young Tableaux corresponding to the following S-function
products:

{62}3; {62}2{42}; {62}{42}{62}; {62}{42}{422}; {62}{422}{42}; {62}{422}2;

{42}{62}2; {42}{62}{422}; {42}3; {42}2{422}; {42}2{24}; {42}{422}{62};

{42}{422}{42}; {42}{422}2; {42}{24}{42}; {422}{62}{42}; {422}{62}{422};

{422}{42}{62}; {422}{42}2; {422}{42}{422}; {422}2{62}; {422}2{42}; 3{422}3;

{422}2{24};{422}{24}{422}; {24}{42}2; {24}{422}2; {24}3.

Reducible (4, 4, 4) types are as follows:
TOTAL

(4,0,0)(0,4,0)(0,0,4) ' )
(4,0,0)(0,3, l)(0, 1,3) (0,4,0X3,0, 1)(1,0,3) (0, 0, 4)(3, 1, 0)(l, 3, 0) 7
(4, 0,0)(0, 2, 2)(0, 2, 2) (0,4, 0)(2, 0, 2)(2,0, 2) (0, 0, 4)(2, 2, 0)(2, 2, 0) J

(3,1,0)(l,2, l)(0, 1, 3) (l,3,0)(2, 1, l)(l,0,3) (3,0, 1)(1,2, l)(0,2,2)\
(3, 1, 0)(l, 1, 2)(0, 2, 2) (1, 3, 0X1, 1, 2X2, 0, 2) (3, 0, 1)(1, 1, 2)(0, 3, 1)
(3,1,0)0,0,3X0,3,1) (l,3,O)(3,O, l)(0, 1,3) (1,0,3)0,2,1X2,2,0)

(0, 3, 1)(2, 1, 1X2, 0, 2) (0, 1, 3)(2, 1,1)(2, 2,0)

(2,2,0)0,1,2)0,1,2) (2,0,2)0,2,1)0,2,1) \
(2,2,0X0,2,2X2,0,2) (0,2, 2)(2, 1, 1)(2, 1, 1) j 4

(2,1,1)0,2,1)0,1,2) } 1

(2, 2, 2X2, 2, 2) } 1

(3,3,2)0,1,2) (3,2,3)0,2,1) (2,3,3X2,1,1) \
(4,2,2)(0,2,2) (2,4,2)(2,0,2) (2,2,4X2,2,0) J 6

Thus vl = 30 and SOD = V1, which implies that either there is no irreducible
invariant of degree 12 or there exists a syzygy among the thirty reducible
invariant products listed above.

If a syzygy exists it must be an expression symmetric in the coefficients of
the three quadrics of the form:

where n(30 is a symmetric sum of products of three degree four invariants.
5 can equally well be written as a linear relation between (4, 4, 4) coefficients
of generalised combinants and (4, 4, 4) real combinants such as

r (i)
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and

Application of Q21 polarisation (A3) to a (4, 4, 4) coefficient, of (i) gives a
(5, 3, 4) invariant, while similar polarisation of (ii) yields a zero result. Hence,
a syzygy among (5, 3, 4) invariants is obtained unless S is expressible solely
in terms of real combinants. S'-function analysis applied to (5, 4, 3) reducible
types gives v = 24, viz. the coefficient of {64} in the product

and moreover, it is found that v1 = 24 also, when the number of (5, 4,. 3)
reducible invariant products is counted. Therefore, there is no syzygy among
the (5, 4, 3) invariant forms, and similarly none among the (5, 3, 4) and accord-
ingly, S if it exists, must be expressible in terms of real combinants only, that
is in terms of invariants of the combinantal forms for N = 4, 6, 8 regarded
as ternary in 2 (A4).

It is easy to verify that there are only two such invariants of the three
ternary forms, viz. CA s= {dd'd")A and CQ = 44W>?23, where

d\ = df = d"k
A = Pp* = {rrVr-Yp^plpl

and 21O123 = P(xpy)2 = (rr'ss')(ss'«')(ttVr')(p<rT)(/>'<TV). Thus, a (4,. 4, 4)
syzygy would have to assume the form: <Di23 = kCA. However, <t>123 = 0
is the well-known condition that the quadric net should be pentahedral (B,
p. 242), the sextic locus of its cone vertices corresponding to a Luroth plane
quartic d\ = 0. The cubic invariant of d\ on the other hand is CA and its
vanishing is the condition for the quartic locus df to be applar to the. equian-
harmonic envelope £\, where S = d'd". The existence of syzygy S is therefore
impossible and so the invariant Q. is reducible.

6. Reduction of Q
By symmetry O takes the form:

Q = Ar, X(BC)2(BCax)2 + k2%(Abc)2(Afiy)2 + kd>\23
3 3

+ k3(Abc)2(Bac)2(Cab)2 + k4 ̂  (Abc)2(Abc)2(BC)2

3

+ k5Z (Abc)2[(AB)2b2
y + (CA)2c2] + k6Yd (Abc)2a2a 2 +

3 3

3 3 2 , • - • • - • • . •

Q21 polarisation of both sides of (i) will give, by equating coefficients, 24
equations in k£i = 1 —11), since Q2i*i23 = 0. Steps in the detailed working
are summarised as follows:

2Q21Q = aficficaa'aa;ay+3(aa'B)(ca'B)cxbxbyav

bxby (ii)
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To reduce the second term of (ii) an identity is obtained for (ABcy)bx by means
of determinantal permutations, viz.

+ {&Bc)d'aby - cfi{.aa'lcty) (iii)

Substitution of this result in (ii) gives

by ..(iv)
To obtain reduction of the last term of (iv) identity (iii) is now squared and
simplification yields the result:

(Abc)2(Bxy)2+(,AB)2b2
yc\+2(Abc)(Bay)(AB)byca

= (ABcy)2b2
a+UApy)2c2

tt+^Bac)2alb2-^ala2c2-iala2
yc

2. (v)

Iirom (v), (iv) and (ii) the polarised form of Q becomes

2- \a\a\c2 (vi)

Q2i polarisation of the R.H.S. of (i) now yields the following typical results,
only a few of the 2£l2i^3) expressions being given as illustrations, since the
others are easily obtained.

Terms with coefficient kt:

2ft21[(BC)2(BCaa)2] = 2(Cab)2(BCaa)2+2(BC)2(CA)2b2
a+(Cab)2(BC)2al

2Q21 \_(CA)\CAbp)2~\ = &CA)2(Cap)2 + 3(Ca b)2(AB)2(CA)2

+ (CA)\CA)2al+(BC)\CA)2b\

2Q2t[(AB)2(ABcy)2] = 2{ABcy)2b\ + 2{Abc)\AB)2a2

+&AB)2b2cl+$(AB)2blc2.

Coefficient kz:

2a2i[(Bac)2(Bay)2~\ = 2{Abc)2{Bny)2+{Bac)2a2Jb2
y+2{Bac)2b2

aa
2
y

2n2l[(Cab)2(CaP)2~] = (CA)2(Cxp)2 + 3(Cab)2(BCax)2.

Coefficient k3:

2n21[(Abc)2(Bac)2(Cab)2]=(Bac)2(Cab)2c2
: + 2(Abc)2(Abc)2(Cab)2

i +(Abc)\Bac)\AC)2

Coefficient ktl: \

2a2lla
2
$b

2c2
a + a2

yb\c2-] = 3(AB)2b2c2
a + a2a 2cl+a2

aa
2c2+3(Bac)2a2bl.
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Comparison of coefficients of like terms in (vi) and the above polar forms
give 24 equations in the 11 unknown kit which are found to be consistent and
yield solutions

fci = ~h k2 = i, k3 = fi, fc4 = -n, k5 = n, k6 = -n, k1 = Mf-jO.

), ki0 = K H / 4 ku = -KI+/0. where n is a
parameter taken equal to k3.

Substitution of these values in (i) produces the identity

Ea = kS>2i23 + nEA (vii)

where

En = « + 1 1 (BC)2(BCaoc)2 -& (Abc)\AfSy)2 --^BC)\CA)\AB)2

3 3

and

£A = (Abc)2(Bac)2(Cab)2 -J£

Also since Q is reducible there is an identity connecting real combinants of the
form

Cn = lC0 + mCA (viii)

where Co, CA have been defined in § 5 and

( p )
= 6Pi3\ab'b"bmKcb'b"bl")(caa"am)(ba'a"am)(bc'c"c"')(ac'c"c'"),

P(3) denoting the sum of terms obtained by independent permutation of the
elements in each of the three groups: a', b', c'; a", b", c"; am,bm, c" with the
usual sign convention. It is found that the term 16Q occurs in the expansion
of Cn and so En = ~r&Ca.

Similarly, CA = 6P(z\aa'a"am)\bb'b"b'")\cc'c"cm)2 which shows the co-
efficient of a2jo\c2

y to be 6 and so EA = — 7^CA, while Co = 441$f23 in similar
fashion.

Identity (vii) may therefore be written as

^ C = C C ( i x )

Expression of (ix) in terms of r, s, t, p, a, x and equivalent symbols enables
the numerical values of X, n to be determined by comparison of coefficients
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of like terms. It is found that X = 0, n = —f and finally by substitution of
those values in (vii) the reduction formula for il is:

-\{{Abc)\Bac)\Cabf -

[30(BC)2(CA)2(AB)2 +13 £ (BC)2(BC)2a2]
3

7. Invariants of Degree 14
The (6, 6, 2) invariant type is found to be irreducible, there being 5 relevant

Young Tableaux corresponding to the number v of {74} S-functions in the
product [{2}®{6}]2[{2}®{2}], viz.

{62}2{22}; {642}2{4}; 2{642}2{22}; {4222}2{22},

whereas v' = 4 arising from the reducible types

(2,2, 0X4,4, 2); (2,2,2)(4,0,0)(4, 0, 0); (2,2,2)(3,1,0)(l, 3,0);

(2,2,2X2,2,0X2,2,0).

Since (6, 6, 2) is irreducible it follows that P(a/]y)2(qrt;)4', the combinantal
form in Table (i) is applicable and so all the invariants of degree 14 are
irreducible.

8. Invariants of Degree 18
There are three invariants of degree 18, all of partial degrees (6, 6, 6) and

accordingly they must be real combinants. The calculation of v and v' at
this stage involves a high degree of complexity and so the relevant results are
merely summarised. From a consideration of the term {94} in [{2}®{6}]3

it is found that v = 75, while a count of reducible types gives v' = 81. Thus,
further analysis is required to determine whether or not syzygies exist among
the latter.

The total number of tableaux corresponding to invariants of the various
partial degrees are

(14, 2, 2)
(13, 3, 2)
(12, 4, 2)
(12, 3, 3)
(11,5,2)
(11,4,3)

E.M.S.—P

1
1
3
3
4
7

(10,
(10,
(10,

(9,
(9,
(9,

6,2)
5,3)
4,4)
7,2)
6,3)
5,4)

7
12
19
7

18
29

(8,8,
(8,7,
(8,6,
(8,5,
(7,7,
(7,6,
(6,6,

2)
3)
4)
5)
4)
5)
6)

9
21
43
47
44
60
75
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belonging to combinantal forms of types

{14, 22}+2{12, 4, 2} + {ll, 5, 2} + {ll, 4, 3} + 3{10, 6, 2} + {10, 5, 3}+4{10, 42}

+ 3{9, 6, 3}+2{9, 5, 4}+2{8, 8, 2}+ {8, 7, 3} + 5{8, 6, 4}+ {7, 6, 5} + 3{63}.

Moreover, the combinantal forms built up from reducible concomitants account
for all of these and in addition, types {8, 6, 4}, {7, 6, 5} and {63}. This agrees
with the result »' = 81 for {63}, as {8,6,4} contains 3 such forms and {7,6, 5}, 2.
Hence, the (6, 6, 6) invariants are all reducible combinants and are apparently
connected by a syzygy.
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